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AFT allthorizes
strike vote; teaebers
pieket bargaining
•
session
by Robert J. Kosinski
Unionized faculty of the five short demonstration around
schools under the Board of the complex on Tuesday
-Governors of State Colleges afternoon to show their supand Universities voted to port for the AFT bargaining
authorize a strike vote in the team and try to influence a
future. Of the nearly 85 per quicker con~lusion to the
cent of American Federation of sessions.
Despite the continual talk of
Teachers' members who voted,
about 94.2 percent supported· a-possible. teachers' strike and
bringing the question before the vote last week, there is
BOG teachers if significant optimism from both sides that
progress is not made in a solution is near. ·
Contract bargaining be- ·
collective bargaining negotiatween
the AFT and the BOG
tions for a new contract. The
vote was held in the week of has been going on for the past
ten months and the frequency
October 3. ,
and
length of sessions has
Negotiations continued this
increased
markedly. M aj or
past week at North,east~ n
behind the closed doors of the _ issues yet to be resolved
old library. Teachers staged a include the salary increase
'

'

percentage and · the promotion
and tenure policies.
The Strike vote authoriza'tion tally was an indicator of
the realities or a teachers'
strike in the BOG system.
Only Union members were
allowed to vote because the
AFT 1Vould bear the financial
responsibilities and consequences in the event of a strike.
It is contrary to Illinois law
for public employees to strike.
The five universities under
the jurisdiction of the Board of
Governors are; Northeastern;
Chicago State;
Eastern
(Charleston);
s e
comb) ; and Governors State
(Park Forest South).

Teachers picket through UNI halls Tuesday. [Photo by Judy
Macior]

'The Jews' a new
•
•
ze
PE
opic

On Tue~day evening, September 20th, Dr. June Sochen,
Professor of History at Northeastern Illinois University,
addressed an audience of
approximately sixty-five students, faculty, and neighborhood guests on, "The World of
Our Mothers and Fathers."
This paper was the · first in
an inno~ative, year long
Ethnicity Lecture-Tutorial Series: " The ·Jews," sponsored by
Northeastern's Program for
Interdisciplinary Education
(PIE) and co-ordinated by
Stan Newman, faculty advisor
to Kial Yisroel.
Dr. Sochen's topic treated
"the world of our mothers and
fathers, grandmothers and
grandfathers, a rich _world, a
world of America in the 20th
century and its influence on
Senate members await reconsideration vote. (Photo by Diane
American Jews." "Jews," we
Saunders]
· were told, "have always, and
meeting were: Colleen Cline will always, be concerned with
at Northeastern. The Senate
and Bill-Rzepka (Student' Fees
'
directed Payette to inform the
and Allocations; Judy Maciot ·
president of the irregularity of
and Don Collins (Student
this selection procedure.
Affairs Council); Judy Macior
·
The Ad Hoc Committee was
(Pa:king Advisory Board);
formed to review the role of
Craig Kulwin and Cynthia
Athletics in view ·of apparent
Moyes (Parking Appeals
insufficient funding for the
_Board) ~ and Harold Whitfield
programs.
(Vehicle Committee).
_
The Senate also voted to
Payette.
announced
the
i-esend a letter to Library
Director Melvin George pro- . sjgna tions of Ray Ferrer
Cindy Ruff and Allene Brook~
testing the barring of underfrom
the Senate and of Oscar
graduate students from using
Worrill
as Northeastern's stuforty study rooms _ on the
dent representative · to the
fourth floor of the new library.
The rooms are now only collective bargaining negotiations.
·
_authorized for the use · of
The
next
meeting
of the
faculty members and graduate
Student Senate will be on students.
Committee appointments ·- Monday, October 24 at 7 p.m.
made at the October 10 in Room CC-216.

Two resign from Financial
Aid -Director ·search

r

by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate of
Northeastern voted to reconsider the appointment of three
students to the Se"arch and
Screen Committee for the
Director of Financial Aid.
Students who were appointed
to the committee through the
motion in question are Jacobo
Szapiro, Senator Edwin Davila
arid Frank Monteleone.
The action followed the
resignations of Szapiro and
Davila from the committee
because of treatment received
by Szapiro from other committee members as a student
representative and the chairman of the committee. Because
of the confidential nature of
the committee, members could
not divulge occurrances at the
· meetings, but Szapiro said he
was denied his parliamentary
rights as chairman.
'
A vote on the reconsidered
motion was tabled and is
expected to occur at the next
meeting with Monteleone in
attendance.
Also at Monday's meeting,
Senate President Jim Payette
read a letter from University .
President Ron Williams requesting the names of not
more than six students from
which three will be selected to
participate in the Ad Hoc
Committee to Investigate the
· 'role of Intercollegiate Athletics

'

t: .

their past; a concern kept alive
by_scholars laboring over their
texts in Yeshivot; discussed in
literary works, and as a theme
for public discussion and
analysis."
Two of the most important
forces of this century, profoundly affecting American
Jews, were urbanization and
industrialzation. Jews took to
city life like ducks to water
due, in large part, to the fact
that the Jewish experience in
Europe had _been commercial
and industrial (rarely agricultural) because (generally) Jews
could not own land in Europe
or would not convert in order
to do so. Thus, Jews emigrating to this country clustered in
the cities, particularly New
York , Philadelphia , Chicago
and more recently · Miami and
Los Angeles. The city· offered
jobs,_ privacy, the freedom to
(cont'd on page 10)
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bargaining facts
To the students and staff of

..UNI:
Did you know tlrat North·
eas tern may s oon be shut
down by a strike?
Well, it might happen.
Do you know why? Did you
ever hear of the " BOG " ?
The BOG is the Board of
Governors, and they are the
influent ial polit ical and econo•
mic interests, that the State of
Illinois has decreed will control
academic life on the five state
colleges, of which Northeast·
ern is one.
Over t he past few years, the
BOG has been attempting t o
impose a corporate managerial
model upon Northeastern. The
most apparent BOG imposi•
tion was its forcing us to hook
Northeast ern up to the incom·
petent computer system which
we now have and which most
people know wastes nearly
everybody's time, money, ener·
gy, and patience, because of its
errors and malfunctioning. But
less apparent BOG corporate
mangerial imposi t ions may
have more long lasting and

de t rimental et fec t s upon
Northeastern.•
•
If t he BOG has its way,
critical areas of faculty•student
concern will be controlled by
each school's administration
and t he BOG. These tradition·
ally faculty·student areas in·
elude: development of curricu·
lum, instructors' tenure, as·
signment of department heads
and their schedules, availabili•
t y of courses, clearly defined
grievance procedures , and the
guaran t ee of teacher and
student rights and freedoms .
Seen from an educational
viewpoint , the University ' s
faculty and students are tli.e
only essential elements of' our
academic community. Admin·
istra t ion is useful to the
learning process only if it
facilitates the ·r esolution of the
Universicy's maintainance pro·
blems. · But once administra·
tors begin interfering with the
internal policies of self•man·
aged faculty departments ,
then the administration be·
comes a danger to academic
freedom and a burden to the
personal develop~ent of stu·
dents and faculty . This is also
true of administrative interfer·
ence into the mutually·deter·
mined teacher· studen t pro·
jects.
The faculty and AFT (Amer·

cents. They should not be
forgot ten. It is in the academic
interests of all students not to
forget and not be deceived by
BOG word•games.
Because I fear BOG retalia·
tion
from its. computer (whi.ch
ican : Federation of. Teaehers) _
•
1ast
sllllm~r
-1 '.eiim.i nated " oyer .
are :attempting to ne gqti;fe·;
· ·2,400 registered for F.a;H '77), I · To the Editor;
these very points wit h BOG
I 'm willing to believe that I
will sign tliis anonymously.
representatives, but the latter
missed it. That I didn 't see
A
senior
in
Education
negotiators are · dragging· theif'
that.copy of the PRINT where
feet .· They know t hat if the • ·
t hose folks in charge of
fa1:uity gets· some of · t hese
parking publicly apologized to
poir{ts 'into a contract; then the
the entire university communi·
BOG won't have' a free•hand to
ty for the disgraceful parking
dictate Northeastern policies.
conditions on this campus .
But the faculty realizes that
The members of the College
So maybe the PRINT could
the longer the BOG postpones
Youth Against Disabilities
run that article again so I
serious negotiations, the more
(CY AD) would like to .thank
"'._ould feel just a little better
regulations the BOG can shove
the administration , faculty,
knowking that THEY know
t hrough , regardless of any
staff, and students for making
that we all spend 15 minutes
student•faculty disagreements.
our second annual ''Awareness
or so idling our motors in
· The possibility of · a faculty
Day", which was held W edn~s·
traffic jams only to find no
strike should be as an attempt
day, September 28, 1977, a
parking spaces after all. Then,
by concerned educat ors to stop
success. We would also like to
of course, it's back to the
l he BOG's dictatorial plans to
g ive special thanks to . the • ·streets and another 10 mintues
· mechan~e and dehumanize t he : Student Government- for ·an of . maneuvering t hose ·clever one
educational process at North·· their help and also to the way· side streets until, at last,
' eastern. It is an attempt to · Veteran's Club in helping us
finally , you bribe someone to
keep academic control out of
transport wheelchairs . We let you follow them to their car
t he hands of government and
hope to make next y ear ' s and take their space. Makes
corporate bureaucrats , and in · Awareness Day an even bigger you wonder why y ou ever
the hands of those who it most
success, so we hope for your bought a parking decal? Glad
effects : the st udents and
contimied support. Thank you you waited in line all that time
faculty.
again to all the individuals to have your bill validated?
The BOG has already pro·
who participated.
Come on gang,. let's hear a
ceeded with some of its plans ,
· loud, resounding, " WE 're sor·
and only a united facult y,
Sincerely, ry."
actively supported by con.·
Adele Greco Carol LaChapelle
cerned students , can stop
Secretary Psychology Dept.
teachers and students from
losing more control over their
academic lives. Regardless of
YEARBOOKS are now available and can
BOG propaganda, the issues
be picked up at the Yearbook Office across
are deeper than qollars and

disgraceful
parking
conditions

.t hank
you

from the Game Room with the presentation

Dreams discussed in
Psychology. lecture
" Such are the stuff dreams
are made of... " Humans spend
about 1/3 of their life in theun·
conscious bliss of sleep. About
20%• of that time is spent
in ·REM sleep, which is pop·
ularly known as dream sleep.
Poets, ·philosophers and scien·
tis ts have attempted to ascer•
tain the what and why and
wherefore of sleep and dreams
since time immemorial, yet
each new insight has led to
numerous more doubts and
questions.
Why do we sleep? Why do
we dream? What functions do
these phenomena have for life?
The answers to these questions
_are not as obvious as one may
intuitiviely believe. In order to
explore these questions, the
Phychology Club will present
three· lectures from eminent
researchers in the field on the
theoretical and applied aspects
of the Psychology and ph¥sio·
logy of sleep and dreams.
On Thursday evening, Octo·
her 20 , at 7:30 p.m. , Dr.
Rosalind Diamond·Cartwright,
of the Psychology department
of the University of Illinois at
Chicago Circle, will . offer a
presentation on her research in
dream content, its control and
the subsequent applicability to
the psychotherapeutic process.
Dr. Cartwright has been
dedicated to research not only
on the function of dreams, but
also, with Carl Rogers, on the
process and efficacy of the
therapeutic encounter. She is
the author of several books
and -~-;:-ticles on . both subjects,
including: ~!ght Life, a lay•

man's guide to the phenome· University of California a t
non of sleep.
, Berkely and is presently
On Tuesday, October 25, at completing his Ph.D. at the
7:30 p.m.,' Dr. John Metz of Univ ersity of Chicago . In
t he University of Chicago ·November , Mr. Rosenberg ,
Sleep Lab will speak on his · with H . Zepelin and A .
research interest. His talk will Rechtschaffen, (director of the·
center on the PGO phenome- U. of C. Sleep Lab) will
non, once · thought of as t he present ~ paper on sleep and
physiological correlate of aging at the annual meeting of
dreams . Dr.Metz received his the Society for Neuroscience
Ph.D. from the University of in Los Angeles.
Chicago, is expertise being in
All lectures will be held in
the area of teh neurophysiolo· the Commuter Center in room
gy of sleep. He is presently · CC·217. Refreshments will be
involved in research at t he served.
Illinois State Psychiatric Insti·
tute in Chicago.
Finally, on ·Tuesday, Nov•
ember 1, at 7:30 . p.m., Mr.
Richard Rosenberg, also from
the U .of C. Sleep Lab, will t alk
on the topic of sleep as related
to development and aging. Mr.
Rosenberg is a graduate of t he
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serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. ' Louis
Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60625, is published each Friday during
the regular academic year. Material published herein is not
to be confused with views expressed by the university
administration.
The editors have· sole authority governing all material
submitted and· reserve the right to edit copy. Editing
implies that editors need not accept .all submitted material.
Good journalistic standards will be maintained.
Deadline for submitting material is Tuesday, 12:00 noon,
for the following Friday's issue. All ~opy must be typed.
Late copy or material that does not conform to the
standards set forth under Print publication policy will be
handled accordingly by the editors. The editors will publish,
at their discretion, any letters . to the editor ,
announcements, articles, , photos, advertising, or other
submitted material.
_./
.Readers are encouraged to submit letters to the editor.
Unsigned letters will not be published, but names will be
withheld .and remain confidential upon request. Obscenities
are discouraged.
The Office of Print is open daily and js located in room
E-049, north of the C!ifeteria. , Our telephone number is
583·4050, extensions · 508 -and 509. After 9:00 PM or
after the switchboard is closed, call ~ t 583·4065.
Editor•in•Chi~f ...:..:.: ................................ Robert J. Kosinski
Associate Editor ......................................Diana L. Saunders
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commentary

The .5.8 per cent
(

"Always vote for principle,
· though you may vote alone,
and you may cherish the
sweetest reflection that your
vote is never lost. "
John Quincy Adams
by Robert J. Kosinski
I was in t he hallways last
Tu es day watch ing t eachers

parade around with their
signs, often chanting and
singing. One faculty member
held his sign out to me and
asked me to join t hem. I shook
my head and just watched.
They seemed to be having a
good time.
Last week, members of t he

Health Services gets
help . for BP ·checks
by ... Siddy Ziegler
high blood pressure. only
Getting a campus doctor has effective those of middle or old
been a repetitious subject at age. This information is
Northeastern over the past wrong. One out of ,ten persons
years. Faculty and students : has high blood pressure, and
alike believe that it is a many of these are college age
necessity. There have been young adults. The amount of
. many attempts · to obtain a blood pressure depends upon
doctor but there is one. major the strength and rate of the
problem that stands in the heart's contraction, the volume
way. The cost of a part time (2 of blood in t he circulatory
days a week - for 2 hours) system and the elasticity of
doctor would be approximately the arteries .
$500.00 per month. This
Now, Northeastern has an
amount . of money could be automatic self-operating Blood
easily raised. However, a Pressure machine. It is located
doctor cannot do his job, in the hall outside the old
without some.kind of laborato- library , next to the copy
ry and an X-ray machine. . machine .. All you do, is sit at
Sometimes it is mandatory to · t he· machine, place , Y?ur left
take ar.i - X-ray immediately. - arm in "the cuff, drop in 50
This 'is where ·tne .-problem · cents, press t he start_ button
comes in. Who and what is and wait ·60 seconds. It is
going to pay for this X-ray? It virtually painless. y OU will 'see
is not included in the $500.00. the digital reading on the
So either the student will have machine right in front of you.
to 'reach into his own pocket, High blood pressure may
or use some type of insurance. cause heart failure, epoplexy,
· When this problem is solved or kidney trouble. · This mathere is a good chance that a chine. costs less than a pack of
doctor 'will set up office on cigarettes or a gallon of
Northeastern's campus.
gasoline. Do yourself a favor
Another medical problem at and spare the 50 cents for your
Northeastern, is high blood · hP.alth.
pressure. Many think that·

AFT union voted to authorize
a strike vote if progress in
collective bargaining negotiations doesn't materialize.
5.8 of those who voted ,
voted " NO."
The vote, in fact , was a
demonstration _a nd one much
more vocal than the singing
a nd giggling that echoed
through t he halls for t hirty
minutes last Tuesday. It w~s
t he union's best shot at telling
t he Board of Governors that
they weren't kidding about all
that s t rike, talk . A s k any
faculty membe~ if they t hink
t here's going to be a walk-out
and t he standard answer is,
"Gee, I h ope not." 'U nio n
members aren 't allowed to
think.
It's against the law in
Illinois for public employees to
go out on strike. The logic
behind it is that salaries, the
primary cause of such action,
are set by legislative standards
and altering t hose standards
means an increase in taxes or
the cutback in some area or
program that would be missed
more than the workers.
.,,,
Public employees are also
thought to be service-oriented
individuals or professionals
who feel that the need to get
more does not surpass the will
to do their job.
Don 't think for one moment
that if the AFT demands are
met, the quality of education
at Northeastern will improve.
How could it when teachers
are given a job for life, and
they know they need only to
strike to get more.
· There are many true profes. sionals in the education profession.
5.8 per cent of them joined
the union.

THE BEAR

An Air Force ROTC two-year
scholarship pays your tuiti on
and gives you $100 a month
allowance. And it picks up the
tab for books and lab fees ,
as well.

~
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HART - KNEISSL - KASTLE - ELAN
SKI S - BINDINGS - POLES

Call: Capt. Charles Denonn

312-567-3525

" YO U CA N 'T BEAT-THE BEA R "
PUCflMOPEDS

Air Force ROTC
~<Q>~~<Q-,</7,'1

§
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2311 W. HOWARD
274-0271
OPEN SUNDAY
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SKI SALE
SAVE 10-30%

It all starts right here - in
college - in the Air Force
ROTC .

6·77-7748

.·.,,w
Bb . .~
<(

Ste_;e "THE BEAR" Brown

After college , you'll receive a
commission in the Air Force
go bn to additional,
specialized training
as
you get your start as an Air
Force officer. There'll be
good pay and responsibility,
and lots of other benefits .
and a great opportunity to
serve your country.

t .

During the one-day testing
session, a registrant Illay take
the Common Examinations,
which include tests in professional and general education,
plus one of the 26 Area
Examinations designed to
probe knowledge of particular
subject matter and teaching
methods.
Once registered, each candidate will receive an admission
ticket and notification of the
exact location of the center _a t
which to report. Those taking
the Common Examinations
will report at 8?30 a.m. and
finish at about 12 :30 p.m.
Area Examinations are scheduled from 1:30 p,m_- to about
4:15 p.m .

..J
..J

· you could be on
a scholarship.

IBM Selectric

P r os p ective teachers who
p lan to take the N a tional
Teacher Examinations on November 12, 1977 at Northeastern Illinois University are
reminded that they have less
than one week to register
with Educational Testing Service (ETS ) of Princeton, NJ.
Reg is t r ation s m u st be
mailed in time to reach ETS no
later than October 20. Registraion forms and instructions
may be obtained from the
Office of the Dean - College
of Education - Room 4-044,
Classroom Building or directly
from the National Teacher
Examinatidns, ETS, Box 911,
Princeton, NJ 08540. On-the- .
spot registration is not permitted.

Cl

Next year

§

NTE registration next week

\

Nurses

~ Professional Typist

TED p ATER, Chief regional officer of the Society for
Advancement of Management, speaking at last weeks
meeting of the U.N.I. chapter of that organization.
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. LAMBDA SIGMA ALPHA presents "Simply Kathy" on
October 19th at 7';30 p.m. in the Auditorium. Tickets are on sale
NOW! Cost is $1.50 presale, and $2.00 at the door. You can buy
from any sorority sister or come down to the Unicorn by the
jukebox any time. You shouldn't miss this concert.

well as planning activities tor the year. Participation in the fair 1s
one of the club's main activities and many persons are needed to
help out. Arrivederci presto!
GERMAN CLUB:Tuesday meetings resume starting Tues.
October 18, 1:00 _ in room 2-031. Election of officers and
International Day plans to be discussed. See you there.
EARTH SCIENCE CLUB ANNUAL FALL BRAWL:to be
held TODAY FRIDAY OCTOBER 14 at the Hidden Cove
Lounge, 5338 N. Lincon. Don't forget to bring the Print coupon!
Important questions will be asked, beer, wine, and pizza, also
meet the professors in their natural state.

THE FEMINIST STUDY GROUP will meet at noon on
Wednesday, October 19 in CC214. We will discuss "Our $exist
PART-TIME FOLK/BLUEGRASS BAND needs guitarist
Language" by ·Ethel Stainchamps, in .Gornick and Moran, ·
· Woman in Sexist Society (available in the Book Nook). We'll also with good vocals and preferably can play bass OR mandolin. For
be setting up a schedule for our monthly lunch meetings an4 for more info call Keith 625-4131 days or Gayle 286-8185 eves.
some evening meetings at which faculty members will report on
RETURNING ST_UDEJ'l'TS RAP GROUP - Monday nights
theirt current research . . For information phone Blanch Hersh
7:00 p.m. - 8:15 p.m. in S228. Questions, problems, cQncerns,
(x423) or Nancy Green (x8335).
c_ome and talk!
SEPTEMBER FRESHMEN - Are you concerned about
filling out your course request materials for the Winter 1978
trimester? Then you may be interested in signing up for one of
the workshops that the University Counseling Center staff has
scheduled during the. week of October 14th. The sessions are
designed ·t o provide you with information you need an to give you
an opportunity to ask questions. ·

October 18, at 7:00 in the Auditorium' CCAB ROLL-EM
FILMS_present/j A BOY AND HIS.POG. Admission is m18 with
UNI ID. Tickets will be availa"ble starting Oct. 11 in the Box
Office.
·
/

CCAB CONCERT COMMITTEE will be sponsoring an
afternoon of exciting entertainment with "LOVECRAFT" Oct.
18 at 1:00 in the Auditorium. Admission is free.

Rev. Ki·ng
•
, t.
1• d
tmmor a lZe
in ne~ play.
by Silvia Herzog
Few men begin and end
their play writing career with
the same highly acclaimed
play. But The Life Of A King
was the realization of all Rev.
Arthur La:Qgford Jr.'s theatrical ambitions. You see,
LANGFORD never had any
ambition to be a playwright.
He was more interested in
spreading equality and freedom among men. He marched
with Martin Luther King, Jr.
for · freedom. But when an
assasin's bullet took the life of
this beacon of freedom,
LANGFORD, in his own way,
immortalized Dr. King in his
highly praised play, THE
LIFE OF A KING.
The play opens with Rosa
Parks' famous Montgomery
bus ride, which the cast
manages -to_pull off with such
immediacy that one feels
actually present at the event.
Powerfully utilizing King's
own words, the scene moved to
the famous Washington D.C.
rally where LANGFORD relives King 's "I Have A
Dream" speech _- Moveme'n t
from one episode to the next is
facilitated by live performances of several songs of the civil
ri"ghts mo
· · t
. v emen t by p1ams

AN ATHLETIC TRAINER is needed by the Women's
On Oct. 19, at 12:00 in the Unicorn, CCAB UNICORN
Gymnastic Team. Will administer first aid and preventative
MATINEE
THEATER presents RACED WITH THE DEVIL.
taping as well as assist_in spotting some of the gymnasts. Will
Admission
is
free.
travel with the team and be present at all home meets. Will work
approximately 12 hours a week. Experience is preferred. Will
CCAB COFFEEHAUS offers an open mike from 3:00 to 6:00
accept anyone presently enrolled in an athletic training course.
on
Oct. 19. All budding talent will be welcome. lf you are
Make application to Violet Johnson, Physical Education Office. ·
interested
in performing contact Jim Privratsky at x505. Come
Call 583-4050, ext. 481.
·
and join us for quality entertainment, free coffee, tea and
munchies and a good time. · ,
WOMEN'S GYMNASTIC . TEAM needs a man interested in.
assisting with equipment and spotting gymnasts. Will work
On Oct. 20, at 7:30 in the Auditorium CCAB CLASSICAL
approximately 15 hours a week and will help set-up and assist at
meets. Pay is $2.00 per/hour. Experience preferred, but a young THEATER will present LIFE OF A KING. LIFE OF A KiNG
is a dr_amatic semi-documentary play based on the momentous
trainee will be accepted.
career
of Martin Luther King Jr. This outstanding presentation
Make application to Violet Johnson, Physical Education Office.
~ be off~red to UNI s~\ldents free. Admission for non-students
Call 583-4050, ext. 481.
1s $2.00. Tickets are available in the Box
Office ·now.·
.
If any clubs of Organizations want pictures take of any special
KLAL YISROEL · h .
· " · ., ,. · , •So
·· _... J"' .·,.. . . . aQd. singer Br,!lnda Hall, .whose ,
is avmg a ~rogram on
vi_et ~;"l"Y on spirited delivery perfectly eactivity for the YEARBOOK---Contact us ahead of time by
Tuesday, 9c~ber 18th at 12:30 m CC216. The film, Out of vokes the communal feeling of
calling ext. 511-512 or leave a message in E-043.
Bondage,, will be shown .and Bob Besser, who has recently the movement. ·
Yet, all too quickly, LANGWOMEN SOCCER PLAYERS? Northside soccer team is visited the Soviet Union, will discuss hii:i experiences with Soviet
Jews.
FORD
and his cast are in
looking for new members. Whether you're just curious about the
Memphis - the sanitation
sport or an experienced player, All Welcome. Practice Thursday
- On Thursday, October 20, at 1:00 p.m. in room S-325, THE strike - and King's last
evenings. Call for information. Debbie - 528-2273 or Karin
PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will sponsor an informal talk by and speech, "I've Been to the
463-2194 or Kris - 736-2192. ,
discussion with Mr. Andy Cameron of the Ravenswood Hospital Mountain Top." LANGFORD
THE SPANISH CLUB invites its members to ameetin on Community Mental.Health Center (React Center). The discussion leaves the audience with
Tuesday, October 18th at 1:00 in 2-044. The subject of the will center around the process and needs of the field of King's voice ringing and the
Community Psychology, and the pontential for careers in that . knowledge that no simple
meeting will be "Plans for UNI International Day."
field of applied Psychology. All are· invited to attend. assassin's bullet could put an
end to Dr. King's life or work.
ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS-Want to find out more Refreshments will be served.
THE LIFE OF A KING is a
about the CPA exam? An instructor from _The Becker CPA
On Thursday, October 20, at 7:30 p.m. in room CC-217 stunning work. REV. •
Review Course will be on campus October 18th at 1:00 P.M., in
the Commuter Center, room CC-217. There will be a free slide (Commuter Center), the PSYCHOLOGY CLUB will sponsor the ARTHUR LANGFORD, JR.,
presentation, as well as a question & answer session. This event first of three lectures on the Psychology of Sleep ,and Dreams. On and his cast put so much of
sponsored by The Society for the Advancenient of Management this evening, Dr. Rosalind Diamond-Cartwright, Professor of their own power and hope in
Psychology at the University of I~ois at Chicago Circle, will this performance that one
(S.A.M. ). Hope to see you there!
·
speak on her research on Dream Content: Its Control and the cannot leave it without believWOMEN'S ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING GROUP will C~mcomitant Application to the Psychother~peutic Process. ing Martin Luther King's
dream may still become a
have its first meeting Wednesday October 19th at 3:30 - 5:00 in Refreshments will be served.""
reality.
Room B-114 sponsored by Women's Services.
Suppor t the ERA walk with Northeastern. Sat. Oct.15 ERA
WOMEN'S A.W ARENESS GROUP will meet Friday October walk with Northeaster. Sat. Oct. 15 ERA rally. For info call ex
375.
14th at 1:00 in Room B-114.
WOMEN'S HEALTH AWARENESS GROUP will meet Wed.
October 19th at 12:00 in Room S-317: The topic for this week will
be "IS Vegetarianism for you?" led by Lillian Perlman.
THE 1976 YEARBOOK has come in and is being distributed
in E-043 across from the game roopi. We will be open just about
all day from 10-14 to 10-21. Just bring in your social security
number and your ID on your body and the book is yours. After
the 21st we will post regular hours for you to come · at your
convenience.

WEATHER SIMULATOR ...:. THE EARTH SCIENCE
CLUB is sponsoring a short trip to the University of Chicago to
see a demonstration of Dr. Fujita's weather simulator. This will
be Wednesday, October 26 from 11:00 to 2:00. There is only
room for fifteen people so sign up soon, in S-130, or at an Earth
Scien~e Club meeting held Thursdays in S-120 at 1:00, or call ext.
737.
.
(

ICELAND - Jan Korbus of the EARTH SCIENCE
DEPARTMENT will _present a short slide presentation on
Thursday, October 27 at 1:00 in S-120, refreshments will be
served, sponsored by the Earth Science Club:

It is probably well known that the DEPARTMENT OF
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION pas a major which leads'
. CCAB LECTURE COMMITIEE is proud to announce the
to an elementary teaching certification. We also have a major in
winner
of the Jelly Bean Contest is Mary Joseph, please come to
Early C~dhood in a non-teaching tract which prepares students
CCAB Room E-205 to pick up your prize.
to work with children in positions other than teac~.
CLUB ITALIANO: All members of Club Italiano are invited
to attend the club's first meeting this Tuesday, October 18 at
1, 00 p.m. in 2-056. The primary purpose of the meeting is to
discuss preparations for th~ upcoming International Day Fair, as
0

CCAB LECTURE COMMITIEE is looking for people to work
on THE HORROR SHOW October 24 at 1:00 and 7:30. If you
are interested, please contact Diane .Ketterhagen, ext.' 505-506 by
Oct. 18 at 1:00.

Libbey exhibits
photos in
Loop display
"Recycled Chicago," a
photography exhibit prepared
by Northeastern art professor,
Thomas Libby, and Richard
Sato of the university's department of learning services, is on
display in the _W acker drive
Lobby exhibition area of Sears
Tower through October 28.
The exhibit spotlights buildings exemplifying older Chicago architecture, as they were
and as they have been restored
or remodeled to serve present
society with functional and
aesthetic suc..cess.
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fin.ancial stability is attractive,
"artificial" family situation,
sharing home and life ·w ith
his gray hairs dfstinguishing.
Peggye Anderson pointed out
people not related by birth
or marriage. Age-segregated
the. differeb.ce ·in percentage of
. ., .
~ales , a~d fe~ales widowed:
housing is a new phenomenon·
73.1 % of older males are
in the last decade or two.
m.a rried and 17.1% are widWithin these units, individuals
owed;· ·while 36.2%. of older
form support groups that
females are married and 54.2%
duplicate the services of the
Maggie was forced to retire at courses in medical school and
are widowed. (Concerning the
traditional family, providing
65 - an event which raised production in Chicago's health
older lesbian, not much inforthe comfort, companionship,
her consciousness and sent her · care aelivery system which is
mation is available. She comes
and assistance people need to
traveling around the country · not delivering adequately.
survive. People do develop new
attempting to organize and Smaller groups have pressured . from an era in which gays are
relationships at all points in
awaken older people to the . for such needs as longer red ,closet-bound. Recent issues of
their lives. _And ·many older
Gerentology and Ms. conproblems of ageism: laws that and green lights in a town ~o
tained articles on the older
people prefer the peace age-seare now hurting the people that the slower-paced elderly
homosexual, and a 43-year-old
gregated housing gives them
that were set ·up to help (i.e., can cross streets. Gray Panlesbian, respectively. More
(although they still spend time
for women, reform of the ther strength lies in the fact
information is available within
with the younier generations).
pension and disability benefits that they concern themselves
lesbian literature.)
There are also many service
that many divorced or wi_d- with issues that almost no one
Age 55 is the peak suicide
organizations around the counowed women were unable to deals with.
y'ear for women. In 1970 there
try that work to improve the
receive when the husband ·was ·
Alice Adle_i: quotes one
were over seven and a half
health and happiness of the
out of the picture; women who 78-year-old Gray Panther .who
million widows over 65 and
elderly. And the elderly are
had worked hard all their lives wouldn't join a senior center
half had ·an annual income of. often way ahead of the service
raising "family, receiving no oecause ·she wants ·to be
less than $2,000.
organizations in helping themsalary and earning no pension, helping not · helped; sh~ beand when· tlie husband 'died· br. , lieves.you have .to be a fighterIn the• past the· extended
selves.
family was.the norm but today
(People interested in memdeserted, were left with no to be a Gray Panther - if you
the nuclear or conjugal family
bership or offering financial
marketable skills with which want something done, you
to support themselves; sihgle have to do it yourself. Her is most common; there are not support or who want to know
often several-generation famimore about the Gray Panthers
women who spent their prime quote: "My wrinkles and gray
lies living together. The older
can 'reach the Chicago office at
earning years at home taking hair are a badge of having
woman was accustomed to a
343 S. Dearborn, phone 663care of infirm parents or family lived - I've lived 78 years and
supportive family structure,
9093. Older women who are
and were unprepared to sup- earned every one of my
but is often now alone, and the
interested in returning to
port themselves financially wrinkles!''
older widow often has a
school but don't know how to
when the breadwinner died;
Anna Buchmann listed the
difficult time finding single
evaluate their years o(work in.
the mugged and/or raped older problems that many older
friends to relate to among her
terms of college credit can
woman).
women face - the displaced
still-married friends.
contact Rose Levinson in
The Gray Panthers is an homemaker who is forced to
However, the picture is not
Northeastern's office for Readvocacy group, not .a service
"retire" but receives no union
turning Women, 583-4050,
organization (although they
benefits or pension, feels she is all gray(!) The elderly are
finding
solutions
to
problems,
x326,
For information on
form coalitions with service
no longer needed or necessary;
future Brown Bag Seminars,
agencies). They are lobbyists
the divorce rates, which have many of which actually reflect
contact Women's Studies Profor the Displaced Homemakers
doubled in the past ten years changes in our whole society.
gram, Northeastern Illinois '
Bill (passed in Illinois and the trend in ·many states Maggie Kuhn, for example, is
presently
in
Philadelphia
in
an
University, Ex. 423. )
becomes law September 30;
toward the No Fault solution
calls for creation of new
to divorce; the woman who has
educational opportunities for
to divorce; the woman who
older women), Senator Pepwas raised to be dependent
per's, bµI eµminating mandaand live vicariously through
to'i:-y retirement at age 65,
husband and children ai°id now
nursing home reform bills, etc.
must cope with living alone,
The Gray Panthers want eq'ual re-entry to the job market rights for all people, particulllr·
she has no marketable skills,
ly the elderly. Their long range may not know how to balance
goal is a decent income for all a checkbook or pay bills; going ·
the elderly with adequate for a job interview she is faced
housing, food, and health care.
with the value of judgement of
Even if you're a Junior engineering or physical
The varying sizes of the
being " over · the hill " and
science major, it's not too early to start thinking about
networks around the country
unattractive. Only the excepyour career. And if you think you've got what it takes to
permit them to focus on
tional woman will succeed in
become an expert in nuclear power, the Navy has a
corresponding-sized problems:
breaking the barriers of age
special program you should look into right away .
and sex.
the large Chicago &ranch
Why right away? Because if you're selected, we'll
placed itself in the middle qf
Older men marry younger
pay you more than $600 a month during your Senior
the American Medical Associa- women - the older divorced or
year. (If you are presently a Senior, you can still join the
tion convention at the Palmer widowed woman is not wanted.
program.)
House in Chicago and demand- Conversely, the older man is
What then? After grad1.1ation, you'll get nuclear
ed more and better geriatric not in· the same position; his

'Gray liberation' a growing
trend in higher education
I

Alice Adler, chairperson of
the national Gr~y Panthers,
headed a discussion on
The Older Woman September 27 at Northeastern.
Anna
Marie
Buchmann
and Peggye Anderson of the
UNI Psychology Department
also participated in the panel.
Ms. rA dler founded the
Chicago Gray Panthers in
1973. Her professional work
with senior citizens was what
inspired her to become involved in a "radical" organization like the Gray Panthers,
plus the fact that . she- has
always been. an activist, she
says, ''.Wtfre revo_lutionaries;
but accep~, becau.se we don't
look. like revolutionaries at
all." Alice Adler is in her
mid-fifties, short, gray-haired,
and energetic.
Most of the Gray Panthers
are middle-income intellectual
activists, she says. She feels
that many of the older people
in the Gray Panthers . have
very new ideas, though they
may have originally come from
very conservative, traditional
· backgrounds and ways of
thin)<ing. "I .don't believe
people never change; conditions and self-interest change
people.'' A person has to be
angry about something to be a
Gray Panther. Some GPs say
if we don't benefit from the
changes we . bring about, at
.least .iater gener"'tions ·will.
Men and women are active'
<;ray Panther members but .
the ratio of women to men is 4
to 1. The majority of the
members are single (whether
through divorce , death of
spouse, or chosen lifestyle ).
The 6,000 members on the:
mailing list comprise sixty,
Gray Panthers networks around the country. The organization has been in existence for
about 6 years - the second
annual national convention
will be held this year. The
Gray Panthers had its formal
beginnings with Maggie Kuhn
and friends in Philadelphia;
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~ Could you be
a nuclear expert?
(If so,you could earn more than
$600 a month your Senior year.)

training from the men who run more than 70% of the
nuclear reactors in the country - Navy men. And an
opportunity to apply that training in the Navy's
nuclear:powered fleet.
·
Apply now for membership in the Navy's most elite ·
branch, the Nuclear Power trained community. There is
no obligation incurred by application.
:rhe Navy also has officer positions available on
conventionally powered surface ships, in aviation, civil
engineering, and business administration .
For more information about our programs, pay
scales, or applications,. see the Navy Officer
Representative when IJe visits your Career Placement
Office on

We are opening ~r house to you

THE

Chinese Buffet'
Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Oriental Delights
lunch $2. 79 dinner $4.25 ,.

or call:

All You Can Eat!
New Hours:

LT Steve Boaz

(312) 657-2169 (collect).
NAVY. IT'S NOT JUST A JOB,
IT'S AN ADVENTURE.

Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

UNI EPHPHATHA CHAPEL o·pen to all
in the University, daily from 9:00 A.M.
Celebration of the Eucharist Monday 4:30
P.M., evening prayer Weds. & Fri. 4:30 P.M.
Catholic Stude·nt Center, 5450 N. Kimball, 2nd floor

Saturday & Sunday
Lunch 11:00 a.m. • 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LINCOLN

334■5252..

)
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announcements
{cont'd from page 4,
CCAB LECTURE COMMITTEE is having an open meeting
for all students interested in helping work on the ERA lecture
and THE HORROR SHOW. This meeting will be at 1:00 in
Room E-205 Oct. 18.
THERE ARE VACANCIES ON THE FOLLOWING
COMMITTEES:
Parking Appeals - 1 vacancy
Evaluation Committee - 1 vacancy
Constitution Revision Committee - 1· vacancy
Satellite Advisory Committee - 1 vacancy
Kaskaskia Program - 2 vacancies
Advisory.Committee on Program Development - 1 vacancy

You don't have to speak Polish, in fact, you don't even have to
BE POLISH to join the POLISH STUDENT ALLIANCE! We
are planning field trips to the Polish Museum of America on Oct
-22nd, and one to the Intemation Day Fair at Navy Pier the end
of this month. Come in and visit our meeting on October 20th, 1
p.m. Room CLS 2056, and sign up for these trips. ever-iQne
welcome$
--There will be a STUDE!IJT ACTIVITY COUNCIL meeting on
October 27, at 1:00 p .m. Each club should send one
representative to this meeting. For further information contact
the Student Government Office, ext. 501.
THE NORTHEASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY Ad-Hoc
Committee for the Ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment
invites anyone interested to hear Phyllis Schlafley present her
anti-ERA statement on Tuesday, November 8. For further
information contact Carol LaChapelle, ext. 668 or 671.
A general planning meeting for UNI's Ad-Hoc Committee for
the Ratification of the Equal Rights Amendment will be Monday,
October 17, at 12 p.m. in room CC-216.
'
THE AD HOC COMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE
ROLE OF INTER-COLLEGIATE ATHLETICS AT NORTHEASTERN needs three students representatives. Any student

who is interested should contact Jim Payette in the Student
Government Office or at extension 501, before October 24.
ELECTIONS OF STUDENT SENATORS will be held on
October - 25 and 26. Petitions are available in the Student
Government Office for any student wishing to run. Petitions are
due October 18.

Horror Show
here Oct. 24
Does the spirit survive the
body after death?

The Pas/Fail Option
WHO: The pass/fail credit option is open to undergraduate
students in good standing only. It does not apply to students on
·academic probation or gradullte students either classified or
at-large.

WHAT: An opportunity to complete courses outside your
major area · without grading penalty; i.e., an elective course of
your interest, or general Basic Program courses outside your
major area. A grade of "D"or ~tter shall constitute "Pass" "S"
for the course. These grades will not ·be applicable to your grade
_point average. Honors or High Honors will not be notated during
a term of pass/fail courses.

---~--

---~ ·WHERE: The appropriate forms must be completed in the
_Registration Center Annex, during the approved time.
(November 7 - 11)

WHEN: Pass/Fail credit option will be November 7 - 11,
Fall, 1977. Monday - Thursday, 8::30 - 5:30, Friday 8:30
5:00.
HOW: Complete the official forms in the Registration Center.
Currently, only the student, the Registration Center, and Records
Office will know of the student's choice. A maximum of 6 hours
may be taken in · any one trimester, and a maximum of 27
pass/fail hours can be acquired and be applicable towards
graduation.

Addition information on Pass/Fail is available at the
Registration Center Annex, Monday ,- Thursday, 8:30 - 5:30,
Friday, 8:30 - 5:00.

Have you ever seen [or felt]
the presence of the "walking
dead"?
Do witches practice the
black arts in 1977?
These and other questions of
the supernatural will be answered at Di:. Terror's Horror
Show.
Creatures from beyond the grave will materialize onthe
stage (and in the aisles} of the
AuditQrium on Oct. 24, as Dr.
Terror calls back ·the dead in a
live demonstration of things
· that go bump in the night.
Voodoo ritual, Black Magic
Rites and a spirit seance will
be included in this terr.ifying
evening of theatrical spells
br:ought to you by the CCAB
Lectures Committee.
Due to the specific nature of
this presentation it is advised
that persons with a heart
condition, children and those
of you that don't like to be
scared to death do not attend
this show.
There will be two shows on
_Oct. 24, at 1:00 and 7:30. The
afternoon show will be free to
all, the evening show will · be
fre~ with UNI iD or $1.00. -Tickets will be available at the
Box Office on Oct. 17.

■

RT/t!sNew
Route 89.
The snap·
course to your
courses at
Northeastern.
Here's how to make it in time
for Psych and Bio while you
e'{en study enroute. Just pick
up our new _RTA bus route B9,
which provides service
between Northeastern U. and
Evanston via Lincolnwood and
Skokie . To get to school just
catch the bus along Crawford/
Pulaski or Church Street. We 'll
take you right to the campus
on Bryn Mawr.
Of course, an important
factor that makes our w ay so
intelligent is the cost: only 50
· cents. For another 10 cents you
can buy a Transfer good for
RTA connecting routes as well
as CTA services .
If you 'd like to further. your
transportation education, get a ......-.....
map and timetable from the
~
Information Center.
~Regional

I get •ound.

·

'tansportation
Authority
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section of entertainment.

•

dear~
·deardl'a

UNI's Falk remains humble
over gridiron feat
\ .

Dear Deardra,,
I have a problem which I hope you can help me solve. I have
fallen in love with one of your staff members. There are only a
few things I know about her, she is a freshman, a photographer
and very beautiful. Since the first time I saw her it was love at
first sight, and I haven't been 11ble to get her out of my mind
ever since. I have tried to solve the problem myself by buying
an expensive camera so that we may have something in common
when we meet. Only every time I see her I become speechless.
Please advise on how· to communicate with her.
In Love with a Photographer.
Dear in Love,
.
' Join the Print staff and pieet the chick. If nothing else, we can
. always use your camera.

Falk, who rushed for 313 yards
by John Stepal
"When I was a freshman we . in 36 carries, a whopping
average of almost 9 yards a
played t)le University of
Chicago and I remember I ran
for something like 287 yards
and four ·touchdowns. 300
yards had always been a goal
of mine after that, but I'd be
U:p Saturday and knew -that"f
would get it. I really had no
idea at all. I couldn't believe it
when I heard what my yardage
was."
Except for the opening line
that statement could 've come
from somebody like O.J .
Simpson or Tony Dorsett, but -,
those words belong to none
other than Northeastern's Bob

TKE party a night _to remember
T.K.E.'s A Kgight-To-Partr
beer' blast was a night to
remember. Never has such a
hu ge , crowd attended any
function off campus, much less
a beer blast . Never have so
many people been seen enjoying themselves and real\ Y
.letting loose. · Though the band
stopped playing' at 12:30, no
· one wanted to leave. When I
left at 1 :30 there was still over
one hundred people and plenty
of beer still there.
The location of the beer
blast was St. Nickolas Hall

-

It was also good to see
2703 N. Narrangonsett. For
parking was no
blem, members of the other Greek
and , the hall was large enough organizations on campus atto handle the capacity crowd.
~nding. The girls from L.S.A .
The band, Crayola, supplied and A.R.O. sororities and the
the music, and while it was · guys from A.X.E. fraternity
quite loud, no one debated that helped to make the evening
it was one of the best bands more entertaining. The TEKE
they have heard at a beer Little Sisters were also there in
blast. T.K .E., unlike many full force.
groups h'a s always booked
To ipake a beer blast
successful you need . s.t rong
bands for their dances. According to President Mike Palazon,. leadership, plenty of publicity,
Teke might soon be booking and good organization. All of
name bands due to the
these were evident in school
fantastic success of this last
the past week and it payed off ·
beer blast.
.for TEKE Friday night. Many
people could not believe that a
dance ~o successful could have
been planned by TEKE. They
should have known better.
This is• the third successful
·b eer blast in a row for TEKE
and they can now ~laim
themselves champions . Just
one last thing guys . . . let me
know when the next beer blast
is.
ODCe

picture ·poll
·by Cindy Hagerty

crack, in last week 's 28-zip
crushing of Lakeland. This
performance earned Fal.k
NAIA offensi~e player of the
week.
Despite the fact t hat some
of Bob 's teammates have
started to kiddingly call him
O.J ., Falk has remained rather
soft-spoken about t he whole
thing. In fact, the 5'9", 185 lb.
tailback out of Loyola Acade•
my practically begged me to
mention the people who paved
his way Saturday.
With pleasure, Bob.
· First of all, Falk~gives a lot
of credit to his running- .
mate, John Manchester, whom
he sa y s is. an outstanding
blocker a nd runner . Also
sharing in t he limelight are
receivers Derrick Bery mon ,
Doug Johnson , and Ron
Dougherty , t ight ends Jim
O ' Keefe and Tom M a r tin,
t~ckles Dave Bullock, John

Downes, and Lou Marsico ,
guards John Laurie and Kevin
Galinski, and centers Bill
Boyle, Derrick Cook, and Dan
Howe.
When asked about · his
ri,mning style, O .J . Falk
replied, " I 'm more of a Jinesse
runner than a power runner. I
like to keep the defense
guessing which way I 'm going
to run. I also like to keep
moving at all times, because I
hav e a better chance of
maintaining my balance and
possibly breaking t he play into
a long gain."
In two of the last three
years Falk has been injured in
an unusual manner. On two
different occasions he has
sprained his ankle during
practice. The reason? " Until
this season, the practice fields
we've had have been awful.
Last year I tried to cut and
twisted my ankle in a hole."
As far as t he t eam is
concerned, Bob says that this
is Northeastern's best team
(since his arrival ) . because of
the additional depth of 1977 's
roster. " I think, t hough, that
we had a talented · team my
freshman year, with probably
as good a starting lineup as we
have this season."
" I didn't think I was close ·
to 300 yards, (which, by the
way, is a school and conference
record) , and when Coach Stein
told me , it was like _ a
dream-come-true." Bob is well
on his way to a thousand-yard _
season with 659 already, which
he says is another goal of his.
" You know , I'm kind of
superstitious, but I really had
no idea about la~t Saturday. I
never know when something
like that is about to happen."
Which means the scouts will
have to attend all the games.

WHAT IS YOUR ALL 1·1ME FAVORITE MOVl·E?

\
Mark Geraci
Senior-Business
Gone with the Wind

Diana Saunders
Freshman-Special Ed.
Star Wars

Hector Carabez
Junior-Physical Ed.
Dr. Zhivago

Edith Biegler
JuniorThe Misfits

Tom Grossmeyer
Freshman
2001: A Space ·Odyssey
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Oh good
Voltaire once said that God
was a comedian playing to. an
audience that was afraid to
laugh. If that is so, then it
seems that we, the human
race, have loosened up with
the advent of the ,new motion
picture.
Carl Reiner's OH GOD is a
warm, gentle, uplifting comedy
that leaves the viewer feeling
good. This is not exactly what
one might expect from the
man who directed WHERE'S
POPP A? In this new film he
presents a positive message
without being preachy or
sanctimopious. And it is
funny.
Such material in the wrong
hands might have come across
as sacriligious and blasphemous or at least in poor taste
but the role of God as
interpreted by George Burns,
without a cigar and all
eighty-some years of him, is
done so matter-of-factly that
even the Almighty couldn't
object to this proxy.
John Denver, in his first
screen role, is cast . as a
Southern California supermarket assistant manager who is
granted an audience with the
Creator. God wants him to
spread the word that he is still
around and still cares and has
a lot of faith in mankind. He
has given them a world that
has everything they need and
it would be a great disappointment if we continued to louse
it up.
The doubting supermarket
assistant manager asks for
some proof of . identity. God
hands him a business card
with GOD ·neatly engraved.
"You gave Moses the tablets,"
protests Denver. "He had a
bad memory,'' replies the
All-Knowing.
The prophet picked at
random ·has trouble convincing
even his family. His wif_g (Teri
Garr) sticks with him because
"she believes that he believes"
but his two children are less
understanding. As they skate-
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board in the front of their
self-centered dispenser of the
·by Dan Pearson
home in Tarzana, the daughter
Good Book sounds remarkably
thinks, "Maybe he's going
like the Rev. Billy Graham.
through mental pause."
Paul Sorvino's characteriza"That's menopause," corrects
tion of the man "who has been
selected to say the prayer at
her older brother: ''Yeah,
this year'. s Super Bowl" is the
that's right," she remembers,
film's harshest put down.
"just like Grandma."
Lest we forget Carl Reiner's
The media picks up the
other contributio,ns to the
story for laughs. Dinah Shore
world of entertainment he
books him on her talk show
includes them in his current
and has Denver describe what
God looks like to a LAPD .. film. He appears iQ the. fi,lm as
a talk show gue§t of Dinah •·
sketch artists. Burns comShore and recreates ~ome of .
plains that the seargent made
his THE 2,000 YEAR OLD
him look like a crook and
MAN routine. This time,
cautions his representative to
without partner Mel Brooks.
try to get a better position on
We also see a bit of Reiner's
the next show. "The last spot
best work, THE DICK VAN
is for guys that write diet
DYKE SHOW, playing on the
books."
television in Denver's hotel
While OH GOD has plenty
room. God turns off the set
of one-liners, it also has plenty
with a quick, "Too many
of heart. Denver, through his
repeats."
trials and tribulations, comes
OH GOD, however, can
across the screen like a young
stand up to repitition. For that
Jimmy Stuart's younger but
George Bums in the title.role.
matter, so can THE DICK
odd looking kid brother.
VAN DYKE SHOW. I sat
Behind the Dutch boy haircut
Whatever is keeping him
through this film twice at this but there is something in us
and the granny glasses is a
going, let it continue to do so.
talent actor . of considerable opportunity and will certainly that wants to beliee, to have a
OH GOD may play fast and
be seen in a theatre showing in little faith, that God could
depth.
loose on questions of theology
the near future. The miracles have squeaky shoes.
The film takes a rather
George Burns, as the mira- _ but on questions of entertainthat Burns performs could be
liberal, almost Unitarian,
ment, this is a picture to
stance in a segment where explained ala ·BEWITCHED • cle maker, remains the greatest
miracle
of
the
film
.
believe in.
or
MISSION
IMPOSSIBLE
Denver is asked by a panel of
religious leaders to ask God for
the answers to fifty simple
questions. The questions are
written in ancient Aramaic so
Denver can't cheat . Strict
theologians will be a:ble to pick
apart the simplicity of Burns'
doctrine but not the spirit in
which it is offered.
Burns-as-God reminds Denver that meaning of life is no
more or no less than what each
one of us believes it to be. He
doesn't interfere in our lives.
God gave us free will. It's all
up to us. Besides miracles are
too flashy in his opinion.
Where the movie does come
down noticeably hard, in this
deft screenplay by Larry
Gelbart, (M*A*S*H), is on the
evangelicalistic character of
" God's quarterback", the Rev.
Willy Williams. The greedy,

20th CENTURY-FOX Presents

,

ARICHARD ROTH Presentation o! AFRED ZINNEMANN Film

JANE FONDA VANESSA REDGRAVE
L----------JULIA------:---~
~l~~ring JASON ROBARDS HAL HOLBROOK
ROSEMARYProduced
MURPHY
and MAXIMILIAN
SCHELL-~~hann
by
Screenplay by
Based upon the story by
Directed by
FRED ZINNEMANN RICHARD ROTH ALVIN 'SARGENT LILLIAN HELLMAN
Music by
PRINTS BY DeLUXE ~
GEORGES DELERLJE
LiJllJ
© 1977 20th Century-Fox

ST ARTS NEXT WEEK AT

WATERTOWER· THEATRES
John Denver is an assistant supermarket manager in the film, Oh
God.
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Deadline nears
for Warnock
applications

With the next course re·
quest period beginning, the
University Counseling Center
staff has scheduled more than
thirty workshops to assist
Freshman with their course
selections for the Winter 1978
trimester. The course request
period is designed to give
· students an early oppo!tunity
to request the classes they
desire. If a student does not
participate in this request
process, the only remaining
opportunity to r.e gister for
Winter 1978 classes would be
during the c~pus registration
in January just preceding the
beginning of the trimester.
There will be less courses
available at that time so it is
recommended that students
take advantage of the course
request period.
Freshmen who are currently
enrolled must submit their
completed course request ma·

The Patrick Warnock Mem·
orial Scholarship will be a·
warded January, 1978, (winter
trimester) to an ex-offender
enrolled in the Criminal Jus·
tice Program or University
Without Walls Program
(UWW) at Northeastern Illinois University. Applicants
must be enrolled or accepted
into either of these programs.
Contact UWW or the Crimi·
nal Justice Program, 583-4050,
for application information, or
write UWW or Criminal
· Justice Program, Northeastern
Illinois UniVl:lrsity, 5500 N. St.
Louis Avenue, Chicago, Ilinois
60625. The winter, 1978,
application deadline for both
programs is October 28, 1977.
The scholarship application
deadline is also October 28,
1977. Applicants not currently
enrolled in either program
should apply for the scholar·
ship and aqmissions to UWW
by Carol K. Podraza
or the Criminal Justice Pro•
The trite saying "go fly a
gram concurrently.
kite" took on a more positive
meaning for many UNI stu· The scholarship will be a - dents, some who were mem·
cash grant of $300.00 for the hers of an outdoors activity
winter trimester of $600.00 for class taught by P.E. instruct•
one academic year.
or, Violet Johnson. In a kite
contest, sponsored by theLeters of application should Outdoors Recreational Activibe forwarded to;
ties Committee, 22 contest·
The Patrick -Warnock Mem· ants, w.hat was considered a
orial Scholarship Committee, good turnout by Jackie Nitzel,
c/ 0 University Without Walls, Committee Person of the
Northeastern Illinois- Univer- O.R.A.C. and official judge for
sity, 5500 N. St . Louis the day's activity, attempted
Avenue, Chicago, Illinois, to fly ·original, hand-crafted,
60615.
multi-shaped , colored, and
sized kites , on Wed., Oct. 5, on
The scholarship application
the front lawn of the UNI's
deadline is ·october 28, 1977.
beehive building.
· The letter of application
In spite of mother nature's
should disC.J.ISS the use to
lack of wind and a few kite
which the applicant wishes to
broken limbs and string entanput his education. The appliglements , the majority of
cant's telephone number
participants were able to get
should be included.
their kites up off the ground

terials between October 28 and
November 2. The workshops
(see schedule below) are being
held during the week of
October 24th. Each workshop
is 50 minutes long. If you are a
freshman and feel that you
would like some hlep with our
second course request we urse
you to sign up for one of the
workshops. Counselors and
peer advisors · will be av~ialbe
to anser your questions and
provide information with re·
gard to course, Basic Program
requirements, University poli·
cies and procedures. If you are
intending to major in a certain
area you should check with a
faculty advisor in that depart·
ment about their requirements
before attending a workshop.
In order to sign up for
workshop, see the receptionist
at the University Counseling
Center, B-115. Each workshop
will be limited to 15 - 20
students.

S CIIEDULE FOR
SEPTEMBER, 1977 FRESHMEN, COURSE REQUEST WORKSHOPS
FOR WINTER 1978 CLASSES
DAY
Monday

10 / 24

Tuesday

10/25

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

10/26

10/27

10/ 28

Outdoor Rec. kite
fly a success

Antique show O~t 29
The Northeastern commuter
center is spon~oring an antique
show and sale, 11 a .m. · 10
p.m., October 29 and 11 a .m. ·
5 p.m., October 30, in the
commuter center uilding on
commuter center building on
the campus, Bryn Mawr at St.Louis Ave. Proceeds wi~l go to
the day care center which the
commuter center operates on

the campus for the children of
students, faculty, staff, and
neighborhood residents . General admission is $2.
Among the items on display
and for sale will be china,
silver, crystal, cut · glass,
pattern glass, jewelry, or1fmtal
china, Victorian furniture, primitive furniture, clocks, watches, turquoise, and nostalgic
items.

for short distances. The criteria for judging, mother nature's
temperament taken into consideration, will include the
construction, artistic appeal,
and creativity of idea and
design of the kites. Automatically under consideration were
the rules for entering, which
specified that the kites had to
be homemade, had to have 100
ft. of string, and had to fly.
One triangular kite, laying
placidly on the lawn after the
activity's short-spanned-life
(most kites flown within the
first hour of the 1,3 scheduled
time allotment) was ingenious·
ly constructed of silk-screen
and light pinewood, interconnected and glued, and painted
in hues of purple and natural
tones. It is just a sample of the
time, effort, craftsmanship and
creativity of some of our
students.
The kites are on display in
· the front windows of the old
library location. It is hoped
that this exhibit (and possibly
future-interest displays in this
location) will enlighted some
and foster a deeper apprecia·
tion and awareness of the
poterltial, creative talent of our
students and/or faculty.
The Outdoors Recreational
Activities Committee .will be
sponsoring camping and ca·
noeing trips and other "goodies" in the near future. Watch
for more fun to come.

MEXICO AND HAWAII
MEXICODATE: Leave Chicago on December 17, 1977 and return Dec. 24, for 8
days and 7 nights, via Mexicana Airlines.
COST: $405 including 3 nights in Mexico City (Hotel Purua Hidalgo) one
night in Taxco (Hotel Victoria) and 3 nights in Acapulco (Club De
Pesca) and two meals daily at Acapulco. _
AGENCY: A despost of $100 must be in immediately _and the balance is due
one months before departure. Those interested call Tom Lazar, Nortown
Travel Service, 2617 W. Devon, Chicago, Ill. 60659 (RO 4-6264).

HAWAII: Those interested must pay all before Oct. 17 ($398 for 10 days
in Honolulu (Hotel Imperial) between Dec. 17 and 26, 1977) Those interested contact the above agency or call Dr. Kiang S-344 B.
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TIME

GROUP LEADER

ROOM

9:00
9:00
10:00
10:00
11:00
1:00
2:00

Barbara Bales
Dorothy Mccreery
Barbara Bales
Bill Johnson
Dorothy Mccreery
Bill Johnson
Griff Pitts

CC-215
CC- 214
CC-215
CC-214
CC-214
CC-214
CC-214

9:00
10:00
10:00
11:00
11:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
2:00

David Helfand
Barbara Bales
Dorothy Mccreery
Barbara Bales
Dorothy Mccreery
Bill Johnson
Griff Pitts
Barbara Bales
Bill Johnson

CC-215
CC-215
CC-216
CC-215
CC-216
CC-216
cc-215
CC-215
CC-216

9:00
11:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
2:00

David Helfand
Griff Pitts
Dorothy Mccreery
Griff Pit&s
Griff Pit ts
Barbara Bales

CC-214
CC-214
CC-215
CC-214
CC-214
CC-215

9:00
10:00
U :00
11:00
1:00
1:00
2:00
2:00

Barbara Bales
David Hel fand
David Helfand
Griff Pitts
David Helfand
TBA
Barbara Bales
David Hel fand

9:00
11:00
11:00
1:00
l :00
2:00

David. lielfand
Barbara Bales
Dorothy Mccreery
David llelf and
Barbara Bales
David Helf and

CC-215
CC-215
CC-215
CC-216
CC-215
CC-216
• CC-216
CC-215
CC-214
CC-215
CC-214
CC-215
CC-214
cc-214

,, _OPEN FOR LUNCH

-~ ltlHdden·
1- , 1'(
cove 1

\~···
(, I '

•

~

·.

\

OPEN AT
11 AM DAILY
.---------------------------,
COUPON
FREE -

1 Pitcher of Beer with the purchase

, of a Medium Pizza.

FREE -

2 Pitchers of Beer with the
purchase of a Large Piua.

50~ OFF -

Any Lu ncheon O,dor.

L--------------------------SUNDAYMowioNllo,10:30p.m.

TUES.

& THURS. -

Lodies NIie. All
unescorted ladles pay 5' tor I drink.

LOUNGE · ·PUB

5338 N. Lincoln
784-9638-
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'The Jews'
choose and follow their own
particular life style. "Success
was achieved," Dr. Sochen
said, pointing to examples of
the "preponderance of Jews in
the garment industry both as
manufacturers, workers and
trade unionists."
However, from the beginning, Jews historically faced
and ·currently face a central
problem of assimilation vs.
tradition; self and group
definition. Put another way,
"what is a worthy Jewish life
in America? Or, can you live a
Jewish life in America?"
For most Jews the answer to
these questions have been
impressive, successfully merging both American and Jewish
cultural traits; hard work,

,.

(cont'd /:-om pa!{e 1)

discipline, both self and social, no Jews (contrary to the
the value of, education and stereotype) who are presidents
individual responsibility are all of major banks. Similiarly,
excellent examples of the Jews do not occupy the
above.
highest positions of power in
A notable example in the the largest corporations. Interfield of education is Julia nally; intermarriage is on the
Richman, the . first Jewish increases and assimilation conwoman district superintendent tinues to take its toll.
of schools in New York City.
Professor Sochen ended on
Jewish-Americans of note who an optimistic note concluding
succeeqed in other areas were with the following:
mentioned - e.g., Hannah
. . . I am proud of my
Solomon, Jewish social ser- Jewishness and consider the
vices; Gershwin, Eddie Can- Jews to be a resilient, skillfull
tor, Hammerstein, music; Ed- people, a people proud of their
na Ferber, Saul Bellow, litera- rich heritage, in all of its
ture; and st, on.
diverse strains and traits, and
Nevertheless, the J ew'ish one who will, in Faulkner's
picture in America has a . words, "not only survive, but
negative side. In the business prevail.''
world, for instance, there are Other speakers in the series

are:
October 27 - Dr. Stan
Newman, "Assimilation".
November 9 - Prof Ely
Liebow, "Jewish literature".
December 15 - Prof. Leo
Segedjn, "Jewish Art: Fact or
Fancy?"
January 19 - Prof Sylvia
Koval, "The Jewish Presence
in Classical Music".
February 15 - Dr. Reynold
-Feldman, ·
"Non-traditional
Jewish Communities".
March 8 - Dr. Lou Becker,
"Einstein".
April "'5 - Dr. Sanford
Shepard, Chairman, Jewish
Studies, Oberlin College, TBA.
The entire community is
invited. Xou don't have to be
Jewish to enjoy the series. The
lectures are held in the
Commuter Center, Room 217,
starting at 7_:30 P.M. Coff~
and cookies are served, compliments of the College Age
you th Services (CAYS).
Please mark your calendars.

Spanish
dance to

·he taught
Master classes in Spanish
dance will be given by Lola
Montes and her Spanish
Dancers at Northeastern, 7
p.m. - 9 p.m., Monday
through Thursday, October 24
- 27. The cost is $5 a class or
$15 for the series oCfour.
A dance concert by the
company, 8 p.m., October 28,
in the university auditorium
will end its stay. General
admission, $4.00.
For further iQformation and
ticket reservations, '" call
583-4050, extension 666.

14, Oct., 1977

; \ '\.. Chris, ~• ... , ~." ~·, .
,Dear Little Mouse,
I had a ~eat time Saturday.
King of the World
I'm beginning to get the hang of
Two days in a row, We should put
it. You and I must go out more _it in rip,ley's Believe It or Not.
F ARGONIANS,
often, it seems that I never, get to · ·
See you ~ext" month.
Did you not know that our
take · you anywhere. Such a
Dana
king is also
WiZARD? Listen!
King of the World:'
,
beautiful thing like you !!
---·
- - - - -·- - - - Nice try, but I don't think the
88.3 FM.
Cuda I,
Well sweetheart take good care
A Fearless Knight
Court Jester is interested. How•
Thanks for everything.
of yourself.
ever, I have no objections to
LOVE YA
Cuda II
four-foot gifts on any occasion.
TO CAPTAIN ISRAEL:
TURK
But ,,
won't
Karil
,H OW
ABOUT
FORTY
______________ _
Cuda II
Here's
one
for
you: SEVEN GOLF BALLS? IT
DEAR CINDY,
Whats purple and skinny and MIGHT BE INTERESTING!
,
WHERE WERE YOU LAST
Mrs. G:
tip-toes through the flower tops?
THE UNKNOWN FARGONIAN
SATURDAY? WHY DIDN'T
Actually , now that you've
Her Highness, Space, Crash, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - YOU ATTEND THE FOOTBALL
brought it up, they are kinda nice
toke-toke-toke, SNIFF! To Dee, J.,
GAME? I ALSO MISSED YOU
to look at, as Kev says your
How goes it with you? How's
AT CLA.SS MONDAY AND
rubbing off on me.
Kevin from Yearbook,
your music class going? Talk more
TUESDAY. I SURE f{OPE I
H-ette
Okay I understand, but what to you later. Bye.
SEE MORE OF YOU SOON,
will I - tell my great great
ME
VERY SOON.
Heartbreak Kid,
grandchildren?
YOUR PHONE PAL
We were really in need in the
Forgotten Photographer Deu Ricky,
DARK, thanks for helping us.
Here is your personal, , I hope
KEVIN,
CUDA I and CUDA II
To Fred, Ron, & Tom,
you appreciate it. This is really
I loved the dinner. Thank you.
Happy Sweetest Day, to 3 sweet · crazy. Can I be on your committ.ee
love
TO MY LITTLE LADY,
and considerate ·guys!
once I become a senator? Only
MISS INNOCENT
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY TO
,
A Friend kidding. Take Care.
_____ . ________ _
A REAL LOVEABLE " PUNKO"
' P.S. Don't forget D.Z. party Sat. ________ _ _ _ ___ ..l.L
WARLOCK:
LOVE,TOM
--------------Thanks for walking me to my
Glen,
Dear L,
car. I can't figure out a handle for ' Bill:
You sure are getting spunky in
You must have a short memory
myself, but how do you like . this
Saturday you proved to have
your old age.
because you gave me the name
one?
the true makings of a TKE, I hope
D .M. G.I.S.P., when we were walking
ROD STEWART'ESS you stick with us.
--------------towards the tennis courts, and you
______________ _
Jim
BARBAP,A [BAR-BAR-A]:
said to John that I was good in
KEVIN,
'
I don't understand! (Under• small places. Hope you keep on
I LOVE YOU ...
Pizza eater:
stand what?) K.C. (Kosher Cana·
enjoying music here at school so
ADRIANA
Let's play monster in the forest
ry, not the Sunshine Band!) says we can see each other more often.
______________ _
again some time, only please
hi to Irving. I saw them in the
G.I.S.P.
PLEDGES OF LSA:
control Mr. Hyde, victim no like to
parking lot, and, ~y!!, what they - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Very good luck in the , be gently set in 'garbage can for
were doing! Say hi to, all of your KRISTIAN KINGDOM OF KIM" pleasant" weeks to come. (HA, safe keeping.
units, parental, canine, etc.
BALL:
HA, HA)
Tender pits
See you later.
Let it be known that Greg is
THE PHANTOM SISTER -- -------------'
BONNIE [BON-NIE-A) hereby appointed Minister of
_____ . ________ _
Toni Mann,
____________ - - Sillywalks. Almond Cookies for
Dear Adrian:
I love y ou, I love you, I love
To the golden flute,
everybody.
Thank you for adding that your body.
This T-Bine player isn't all that
_______ ~~o~~e-~~d
special touch to the hay ride
FJ:om a BIG Admirer!!!
bad, honestly. Give me a try.
Saturday!!!
Back row bone with an eye Hue:
.
,
-·.,...,..~---=~Y
,_ ~
~ ryCJUFgtanes,•1tc;pe-.-, - - - - _ ::._ _;_ _ - - - _ :_ _ Dearest Trombonist: (turkey?)
--------------everything is OK.
I believe that you are sincere,
Dear P ALLIE,
TO AGENT 0040:
JimofTKE
intelligent, one of the beautiful
To the sweetest girl in the ' people, and humble. Beauty is in
He~eby issue an official challenge
world.
to test you A&A on the P&P.
Libby,
the eye of the beholder. I dream of
~
Love Ron
Doesn't absence make the heart
the time when blushingly, I will
signed: Agent 2/ 2 grow fonder? But too bad the
P.S. T.F. Your are my P .C.C.G.
heaf you play.
absence has to be so long!
Wishing you peace & love,
To my little girl,
Happy Birthday Veronica!!!!
D.M.
Dearest Blush [ml
Love your Tennis partner ... P.S. I'm glad you had a good time
To the one of my dreams who
makes life worth living. HAPPY
this weekend.
Alan
[wass]
Albert,
SWEETEST DAY.
You have been fined for missing
HILDA,
Love,
the home meet 3 weeks ago.
Veronica,
FWR
YOU HAD BETTER START
The Black Judge
May you have the most HITTING - THOSE BOOKS OR
Dear Gladys Paoli,
happiest and memorable birthdaf
ELSE SANTA CLAUS IS GOAl Albert,
ev,er.
See, I told you I _would put a .
' ING TO PASS YOU UP AGAIN
Why no more team meetings at
Love Always, DARRYL & THIS YEAR. HOW ARE YOUR_ personal in for you. Surprise!
my place?
LAKEISHA TEST RESULTS??????
from,
Hank's
E.B.
CADA
' TO VERONICA,
Mr. Brenden O'Leary
To Captain Isreali,
A VERY SWEET LIBRA MICHAEL SMITH:
Your superlative efforts as new
PERSON, I HOPE YOU HAVE
Here 'I am . . . still studying Director of the Physical Plant are
HAPPY BELATED BIRTHA WONDERFUL BIRTHDAY!!!! DAY
muscles. C~ to join me?!
YOU! HOW WAS
beyond h_u man comprehension. We
LOVE JODI, ANGELA, TONY, YOUR PARTY? SORRY WE
Yours brightly, •n ow have a department at
°CI\.RMEN -- _DOI', MISSED IT, BUT WE HAD NO
Light Lady ·Northeastern which everyone can
TRANSPORTATION!!!
..
be proud of.
RONI,
· I'm still trying to figure out
.
LOVE RONI
CONGRATULATIONS ON A
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO
what dreams mean . . · . debbie
JOB WELL DONE!!!
YOU!!!
DEAR DID-DARRYL,
Kevin
LOVE MICHAEL, HIWA &
SORRY FOR STANDING YOU
Kim is the best.
'SNYDER ... UP FOR LUNCH THE OTHER
DAY AT WORK BUT SOME•
GARY:
THING CAME UP ...
LET'S MAKE
IT
A·
As of Friday, the 14th ot'
October, in the year 1 of our King, NOTHER DAY .. . OK???
you are hereby appointed Ambas·
LOVE YOUR SWEETS!!!!!!!
sador to Greenbay. Take two, no
STUDENTS, PART-Tl~E PAID JOBS
make it 4 tuts.

personals

a

---------------

---------------

-

, ----------

---------------

---------------

:ro·

---------------

---------------

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••
' !

.--------------

Join 1977 Consumer Rights Campaign.
·
.
Make own hrs. & work in your area. Positions immediately. Grassroots fundr,isers
to coordinate ad book and film premier for
serious federation of community organizations. Training. Call RYAN LEARY at
427-6284.
;

,

...

Singers, dancers, entertainers - Tuesday is Vaudeville Talent night at SALLY'S STAGE, 6335 N.
Western. Perform on our full stage to an enthusiastic crowd. 973-7100 or 764-0990.
·!

..

: ·································································
•.........
..............•...

••
••
:

~

Lose weight while you earn money!
TAMMIE ROMANO, 679-0165 aft. 6:00
7350 Lavergne, Skokie, Ill. 60076

••
••
:

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Non-Profit.
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Thirty points for Cindy, 10/ 11/7,7.
.

.

--------------

Shire,

Still friends? thanks for listening Monday.
Lips
Kevin:
HAPPY SWEE'.fEST DAY!!!!!
Hello ... what? I can't hear you!
What time is it? I'll call you back
later. Anyway, Happy Sweetest
Day once again. See you later.
Love, Bonnie

RIDE: Need ride to Fullerton
area. Will go half on gas. Mon. &
Wed. 4:00. Call Lynda, ext. 437.

help wanted
Help Wanted: The UNI Book
Nook, the Bool,[store on Campus,
needs help - yours!!! We need
students for student aide posi•
tions!! See Fran - Mon.-Fri. 8 .
a.m.-4 p.m., ext. 337, 338, or 339.

'

Business & Management Ma•
jors: Need helJ1 in .Finite Math,
Economic Statistics, Operations
Management? Tutoring Available.
Call L. Mueller at 274-0463.

lor sale
FOR SALE: 1973 CAPRI red
exterior, black interior, fun car to
drive, 36 MPG highway, 23 MPG
city, AM/FM stereo cassette-Jensen speakers, Pirelli radials, call
after 6, Joe 81-4845
FOR SALE: Wall-to-wall wool
carpeting and felt padding; grey•
beige, can be cut into smaller
sizes : 14' x20': $25 ; 13 'xl5': $20
13'xl3' : $20: good quality, but
dirty (left in house by filthy, rich
seller) ; you will clean, up. figuratively and literally. Also : 7 pairs
louvred window shutters, natural
wood tone : $4 pair. Call 478-8380,
pick up at 6215 N. Drake.
Gigantic Children's Book Sale .
in the UNI Book Nook , the
Bookstore on Campus!!! Loads of
titles, only $1.77 each!!!
Book Nook Sidewalk Sale.
Village Square Area - October
25, 26, 27 Hundreds of
Bargains, thousands of books!!!
Come, browse, and buy!!!
"O'Leary-Huber
Painters,
Quality workmanship, Neat, Dependable, Reasonable rates, Wil•
ling to do big and small jobs, Free
estimates, 871-5370 (Steve) . or
583-3383 (Tom), References avail•
able."

FOR SALE: Double bed; all
wood frame, headboard, mattress
and box spring. Perfect condition.
$75.00 or best offer. Also for sale :
. '
twin wood headboard,
$15.00 or
best offer. Buy one or both items.
· Call Rich at 539-9756 or Steve at
338-8261.

FOR SALE: TWO (2) LARGE
LIVING ROOM LAMPS . $75.00 for both - will separate Call Dorothy at Ext. 670, 671.
For Sale: 1967 Chevelle Needs body work. $500.00 or best
offer. Call 582-1943, 6-8 p.m. weekdays only.
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sports

·Harrier·s heat Elmhurst
.
for first Will

'

'

A _d versity plagues,tenni_s
.

'

women -at Macomb
.

by Kathy DiGaudio
Because of the pouring rain
Friday morning, the Illinois
state tennis championships ·
had to be moved indoors .
.However, there are no indoor
courts at Macomb , so t he ·
gymnasium floors at western
Illinois were measured off and
netted, and players who had
travelled from every corner of
the state and worked all ·
season were asked to lay it on
the ,line. Low ceilings made
lobbing impossible, the colored
floor made line calls questionable , and the yellow walls
made ball judgement futile. To
add to the poor conditions, the
roof began to leak above three
of the four courts. Consequently, singles matches were
rescheduled into the early
morning hours starting at 7
A.M., and doubles . matches
were held off until Sunday.
Despite the mess , at West·
er n , the t ou rnament s t ill

featµred the high level of
competition which it is known
'for. Northeastern team members were eliminated_ in early
rounds, but played well despite
the conditions. Number one
doubles team Lori Franco and
Laura Zwolfer met Eastern
Jllinois ' top team, a strong-vol- ·
!eying and quick-thinking pair.
Both Laura and Lori played
well, but were outmatched by
their opponents. #2 doubles,
Kathy DiGaudio and Mimi ·
Keefe, were beaten by Illinois.
Kathy's accurate serves and
Mimi 's hard quick volleys
didn 't accomplish much a•
gainst the . more experienced
t andem from Champaign.
Northeastern 's lone singles .
representative, Laura ·Wasik, ·
had the misfortune of drawing .
the ·tournament's fourth seed
from Southern Illinois, and
though she also played well,
Laura, like the rest· of the
team, was simply outmatched.

Levi~

forLess!
Hundreds of other items on sale . ,
October 6 -16!
Levi's ®Denim Bells
.& Big·Bells

by Hector Carabez
The X-men of Northeastern
finally brought home a victory
last Saturday against Elmhurst College. Running in a
triangular meet, the . Eagles
defeat ed Elmhurst 27-28, but,
lost to Concordia, 15·40.
The day started on the
wrong note for the Golden
'Eagles, as they arrived at the
Polo Grounds in Elmhur-st

only to find out that t he meet
Chris Daniele, who finished
had been changed to Lewis,
second and-third to Elmhurst's
whose home course is one of
top man. Rounding out the
the toughest in the state. The
Eagles ' order of finish we~e
race was changed from four
Ron Schabinger, Andy Free•
miles to five, and this, plus
man and Sixto (Stretch · Out)
the muddy ground and gusty . Linares.
winds, proved to be of no ·help
The next major meet for our
to the runners as the winning
harriers will be the Judson
time was
slow '30:46.
College Invitational October
Concordia took the top five
22 in Elgin, and with more
spots, but UNI was once again improvement they are hopeful
paced by Hector Carabez and of finishing close to the top.

a

Slow start ,d oesn't
damper V-ball hopes

by Dick Quagliano
The women's volleyball
team, operating this year •with
only three returning players
and seven freshmen, have run
into some hard times. Their
team record is 5-13, a far cry
from the state championship
years of 1972-74.
Even with tl)e dismal start,
Coach Betty Guzik is still
optimistic. " This team puts
forth more effort, is more
skilled, and contains more
spirit than any team I have
coached." Then why such a
poor record? Coach -Guzik
blames it mainly on the
inexperience and lack of play•
ing time together on the team,
as she says," "This year is a
building year. In three years
we will be very good."
Guzik also mentioned that it
would be very hard to attain
quality players withopt schol•
arships. "The girls practice
fifte_en hours a week and trav1:1l
on weekends.Withou t some
sort of scholarship will .be hard
. to retain good ballplayers."
Asked abou t a final comme·n t on this year's team,
. Coach Guzik replied~ "When
this team knows what it is like

(#646-02 .and #684-02 *)

to win, it will be pretty tough
to beat. " Keeping this in mind,
:Northeastern's volleyball team
is on its way up, and hopefully
will be.able to regain that state
championship in the not-toodistant future.

This weekend the girls have
their biggest tournament to
date: The sixteen-school Windy City Tourney at Circle,
which · takes place Friday
afternoon and all . day Satur·
day.

-s ports shorts
by John Stepal
tackles. UNI is now 3-2, 2-0 in
Congratulations to the footconference, and has to play
ball team, who attained their four road games in as many
first shut -out of the season last weeks. Good luck to t hem .as
Saturday as - they blanked they start on t heir road trip
Lakeland, 28-0. Bob Falk, who this week at Eureka.
set a school rushing record of
Remember the. TKE basket313 yards, and the rest of the ball tourna ment last year?
Eagle runners were so effective Well , t h ey' re sponsoring it .
that Northeastern's quarter- again this year. It's a two-onbacks, John Ireland and Bob twc( tourney. The entry fee is
Perlowski, only had to put t he $4 per team. Sign up in t he
ball · fourteen times in t he air. gym office, but don 't wait
Bemis Lester and Jim Ladu- too long, fo~ the tournament
zinsky led _the team with 12 . starts October 21.

OF WHOLESALE & RETAIL APPAR EL
Better Junwr & Ms. Clothes For Leu Money
TOP QUALITY NAME BRANDS
AT SAVINGS . UP ' TO
Dally 10:» S:30
Thurs . 10:3C>-a:30

s u°t;ET:Tio
75o/c.ORETAIL'
PR IC.E

3311-W. BAYN MAWR
(l ¼ Blocks from Northeastern,

Sundays 12:00-5:00

OPEN TO TH E
PUB LIC

539-1450

Reg. $16.00 and $17.00

t10%off year round discou·nt card 10%off year round discount card 10%year rou nd discou

riow only

l- Attention All Students i...

$1·2 .so

0

~ · In honor of the opening of your Uncle Dan 's _Army-Navy Surplus 0
~ ·, Center, you are -. now entitled to a 10% disGount ye'ar round o
-e with this card ·~ndval i'd student I.D. Just clip it out and pu·t it in your ;
~ wallet. Anytime you need camping goods, outerwear, jeans , top~ m
'E and much, much more, stop in at any of your Uncle Dan's 3 0
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Millbrook Shopping Center
NILES
·
2449 West Devon Avenue
CHICAGO
4046 N. Cicero Avenue
CHICAGO
5120 N. Harlem Ave.
HARWOOD HEIGHTS
7040 Indianapolis Blvd.
HAMMOND, IN.
North Riverside Park
N. RIVERSIDE
Ford City
.CHICAGO
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Uncle Dan's Ar-m y Navy Surplus
Student Discount Card
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This entitles the ' bearer to 10% off with · student I.D. Not · valid on sale
.merchandise . . Not transferable. .
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2440N. Lincoln, 477-1918/1919
3350'(" . Bryn Mawr, 588-9190 .
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3934W. Dempster, Skokie, 679-9577
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